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1. INTRODUCTION 

African primates are the natural hosts for simian hemorrhagic fever 
virus (SHFV), a member of the family Arteriviridae. SHFV causes 
asymptomatic, persistent or acute self-limiting infections in patas monkeys, 
African green monkeys, and baboons. In contrast, SHFV infection in 
macaque monkeys causes a hemorrhagic fever that results in death within 
two weeks. SHFV spreads quickly through macaque colonies either by 
aerosol or direct contact with body fluids. In primate holding facilities 
infection of macaques with SHFV has been initiated by inadvertent transfer 
of virus from African primates by humans or by housing African primates 
and macaque species in close contact. SHFV was first isolated in 1964 after 
it had caused outbreaks in macaque colonies in the United States, Russia, 
and Europe (London, 1977). Subsequent outbreaks in two U.S. primate 
facilities occurred in 1989 and 1996 (Hayes et ai., 1992; Jahrling, 1990; 
Rollin et ai., 1999). 

The genome of SHFV is a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA of about 
15.7 kb with a 5' cap and a 3' poly(A) tract (Sagripanti, 1984). The 
molecular mechanisms used for SHFV RNA transcription and replication 
initiation are not well understood. It has been shown in several other 
positive strand virus systems that cell proteins are required components of 
viral replication complexes (Landers et ai., 1974; Hayes and Buck, 1990). 
Here we report the identity of host cell proteins that interact with the SHFV 
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3' (+ )NCR RNA, the region of the genome from which minus-strand RNA 
synthesis initiates. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Cells and virus 

MAl04 cells were cultured in minimal essential medium with 10% fetal 
bovine serum at 3TC in a 3% CO2 atmosphere. Confluent MAl04 
monolayers were infected with SHFV, strain LVR 42-0/M694l (American 
Type Culture Collection), at an MOl of 0.2. Stock pools of SHFV were 
prepared in MA104 cells. 

2.2 In vitro synthesis of RNA transcripts 

An SHFV 3' (+) NCR cDNA was generated from purified SHFV RNA 
by RT-PCR and cloned into pCR2.l (Invitrogen). This plasmid (p3NCR) 
was used to generate PCR products which were then used as templates for 
the synthesis of the RNA probes. The PCR sense primer included a T7 
promotor to facilitate in vitro transcription of positive-sense RNA with T7 
RNA polymerase. 

2.3 Gel mobility shift assay 

32P-labeled SHFV 3' (+)NCR RNA was incubated with MA104 S100 
cytoplasmic extracts for 20 minutes at ambient temperature prior to analysis 
of RNA-protein complexes on 10% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels. For 
competition gel mobility shift assays, either a specific (unlabeled 
SHFV3' (+)NCR RNA) or a nonspecific (tRNA, poly IC, or WNV 3' (+)SL 
RNA) competitor RNA was included in the binding reactions. 

2.4 UV -induced crosslinking assay 

32P-labeled SHFV 3' (+)NCR RNA was incubated with MA104 S100 
cytoplasmic extracts for 20 minutes at ambient temperature. The reactions 
were exposed to ultraviolet light for 30 minutes on ice and then RNase A 
was added. Crosslinked RNA-protein complexes were precipitated with 
acetone/methanol (1: 1), analyzed by SDS-PAGE, and detected by 
autoradiography. 
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2.5 Immunoprecipitation of crosslinked proteins 

UV -induced crosslinking reactions were incubated for 1 hour at 4°C with 
protein A-Sepharose (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) and then conjugated to 
anti-PTB antibody or anti-hnRNPAI (as a control) antibody. Immune 
complexes were pelleted, washed, heated to 100°C for 5 minutes, analyzed 
by SDS-PAGE, and detected by autoradiography. 

2.6 RNA affinity chromatography 

MAI04 S100 cytoplasmic extracts were incubated with various 
nonspecfic competitor RNAs and passed over a column containing SHFV 
3' (+)NCR RNA linked to an agarose matrix (Amersham Pharmacia 
Biotech). Proteins were eluted from the column with increasing 
concentrations of NaCl. The presence of viral RNA binding proteins in the 
eluate was determined with a UV-induced crosslinking assay. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Detection ofMA104 cell proteins that specifically 
interact with the SHFV 3' (+)NCR 

A single RNA-protein complex was detected using SHFV -infected and 
uninfected MAI04 S100 cytoplasmic extracts and 32P-labeled-SHFV 
3' (+)NCR RNA in a gel mobility shift assay. This RNA-protein interaction 
was shown to be specific using a competition gel mobility shift assay. 
Complete competition was observed when a 30-fold molar excess of 
unlabeled SHFV3' (+)NCR RNA was used as competitor. In contrast, no 
competition was observed when either a 250-fold molar excess of tRNA or 
poly IC was used as competitor or when a iSO-fold molar excess of 
WNV3' (+) stemloop RNA was used as competitor (data not shown). 

3.2 Determination of the molecular masses of the 
cellular proteins that interact with the 
SHFV3' (+)NCR 

The molecular masses of the proteins present in the single RNA-protein 
complex were determined by UV-induced crosslinking assays. One strong 
(56 kDa) and one weak (42 kDa) protein band were detected using both 
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SHFV-infected and uninfected MA104 cell extracts suggesting that these 
proteins are most likely cellular proteins (data not shown). 

3.3 Identification of p56 and p42 

Since polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (PTB) has a molecular mass 
similar to that of p56 and PTB had previously been shown to specifically 
interact with the terminal regions of several other viral RNAs (as reviewed 
by Lai, 1998; Huang and Lai, 1999; Li et aI., 1999) as well as with the 
SHFV 3' (-)NCR RNA (Hwang and Brinton, 1998), immunoprecipitation of 
UV crosslinked proteins in S100 extracts was performed using an anti-PTB 
antibody obtained from Dr. James Patton. p56 crosslinked to 32P-labelled 
SHFV 3' (+)NCR RNA was immunoprecipitated by the anti-PTB antibody. 

To further confirm the identity of p56 as PTB, a recombinant His-PTB 
cDNA clone was obtained from Dr. James Patton. His-tagged PTB was 
expressed in E. coli and purified using a His-Bind column (Novagen). His
PTB protein was shown to interact in a specific manner with the SHFV 
3' (+)NCR RNA using a competition gel-mobility shift assay (Figure 1A). 

A. FP NC 
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3'(+)NCR RNA 

200X IRNA rM69X IIC 

~ WNV3' + SL RNA 

\ I B. FP NC 

looX unlabeled SHFV 
3' + NCR RNA 

200 RNA I-''''~ IFWNV3'(+lSL RNA 

Figure 1. Competition gel mobility shift assay. 32P_Iabe1ed SHFV 3' (+)NCR RNA and (A.) 
purified His-PTB (55 ng) or (B.) purified aldolase (15 ng) were incubated with or without 
competitor RNA. Unlabeled SHFV 3' (+)NCR RNA was used as the specific competitor and 
either poly IC, tRNA, or West Nile virus 3' (+)stemloop RNA was used as the non-specific 
competitor. The RNA-protein complexes were resolved by 10% nondenaturing PAGE. 

RNA affinity chromatography was used to partially purify p56 and p42. 
Both p56 and p42 were detected in the column eluate by a UV -induced 
crosslinking assay. p56 and p42 in the column eluate were distinguished 
from the background protein bands on a Coomassie blue-stained gel and 
were excised from the gel. The p42 protein band was sent to the Beckman 
Research Institute, City of Hope for sequencing. In-gel tryptic digestion was 
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perfonned and eight peptides were selected for sequencing. The sequences 
of all eight peptides showed 100% identity with fructose-bisphosphate 
aldolase A, which has a molecular mass of 39 kDa. Rabbit fructose
bisphosphate aldolase A was obtained from Calbiochem and in a 
competition gel-mobility shift assay, the purified protein interacted in a 
specific manner with the SHFV 3' (+)NCR RNA (Figure IB). p56 from the 
column eluate will also be sent for peptide sequencing. 

4. DISCUSSION 

We have shown that two MA104 cellular proteins (56 kDa and 42 kDa) 
interact specifically with the SHFV 3' (+)NCR RNA. Immunoprecipitation 
of viral RNA crosslinked to p56 with anti-PTB antibody suggested that p56 
was PTB. The sequences of peptides obtained from p42 revealed that it was 
fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A. Competition gel mobility shift assays with 
either purified PTB or aldolase confinned that the interactions between the 
SHFV 3' (+ )NCR RNA and these proteins are specific. 

In cells, PTB functions in the regulation of alternative pre-mRNA 
splicing and cap-independent translation (Kramer, 1996). In addition, it has 
previously been shown to specifically interact with the tenninal regions of 
several other viral RNAs including MHV, HIV, HTLV-2, HAV, poliovirus, 
and hepatitis C virus and may playa role in their replication/transcription or 
translation (as reviewed by Lai, 1998; Huang and Lai, 1999; Li et aI., 1999). 

Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A, an enzyme that participates in the 
glycolytic pathway, has not previously been reported to interact with a viral 
or a cellular RNA. However, another enzyme in the gycolytic pathway, 
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), was reported to bind 
to the 3' (+)UTR and 3' (-)UTR of the human parainfluenza virus-3 (HPIV3) 
and to the HA V 5' (+) RNA. Interestingly, PTB was also found to bind to 
the HAV 5' (+)UTR (De et aI., 1996; Schultz et aI., 1996). 

The identities of the six cell proteins shown to bind to the MHV 
3' (+)UTR have not yet been reported. A repeated 11 nt sequence within the 
MHV 3' (+)UTR was shown to be needed for host cell protein binding and 
RNA replication (Yu and Leibowitz, 1995a; Yu and Leibowitz, 1995b). 
This repeated sequence was not found in the SHFV 3' (+)NCR. However, a 
4 nt repeated sequence (5' A-U/C-U-A3 ,) occurs at four locations within the 
SHFV 3' (+ )NCR and each of these repeats is predicted to be single
stranded. Preliminary mapping data suggest that these repeat sequences may 
be important for PTB binding. 

The significance of the observed interactions between the SHFV 
3' (+ )NCR RNA and PTB and aldolase is currently not known. Experiments 
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are underway to further map the binding sites for PTB and aldolase within 
the SHFV 3' NCR RNA as well as to map cis-acting RNA sequences and/or 
structures required for (-) RNA synthesis. 
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